
Clementine 2- Science Objectives at the Moon 

- Characterize the topograpny, environment, and geology of the polar regions of the 
Moon to comprehend its origin and evolution 

- Measure the global topography of the Moon and better determine the compensation 
state of the lunar crust 

- Study the chemical and mineralogical composition of selected complex and 
scientifically interesting areas on the Moon, identified from the global maps made by 
Clementine 1 

- Study the physical properties of the lunar surface as opportunity permits 



Clementine 2 - Core Payload Measurement Requirements at the Moon 

- Image and monitor the polar regions of the Moon over the course of a season to 
determine the extent of illumination and darkness of the terrain there 

pole to 80 • contiguous coverage 
continuous observations for at least 6 months 

- Observe at high spatial and spectral resolution in the visible and near-infrared 
selected areas and targets of high scientific and operational interest to measure 
composition 

images and spectra in vis-nir at multiple channels (number TBD) 
variable surface resolution (pixel summing), selectable by target 

- Complete the topographic mapping of the Moon and improve the resolution of the 
global topographic map with new, high precision laser altimetry 

continuous profiles every or every other dark side pass 
vertical precision of 5 m or better 

- Make selected observations of the physical properties of the lunar surface and add 
Clementine 2 tracking data to refme the global gravity model 

targets of opportunity, TBD 
continuous radio tracking and orbital monitoring 



Clementine 2 - Enhanced Payload Measurement Requirements at the Moon 

- Map the polar regions of the Moon with radar to determine the extent, locations, 
and composition of ice deposits 

S-band (I= 13 em) for maximum radio penetration 
surface resolution 1 km or greater 
contiguous coverage from pole to at least 80 • latitude 

- Map the surface concentration of aluminum and magnesium on the Moon 
global coverage at surface resolution of 1 km or better 
precision of 5% or better 



Clementine 2 - Strawman Operations Scenario - Lunar Orbit 

DRAFT - DO NOT QUOTE 

Assume: Circular orbit, 100 km, orbital period - 2 hrs. 

- South Pole: image strip and collect lidar ranging data along nadir track from 
terminator to 80 • latitude 

Day side pass: spectral imaging of selected targets 
Example: groundtrack along 10" W long. 

Clavius floor 
Tycho central peak 
Tycho rim 
Tycho secondaries and rays 
fresh craters in Mare Nubium 
dark halo craters in Copernicus ejecta 
dark mantling material (ash deposits) 
rim of Imbrium basin 
fresh craters in Mare Imbrium 
Plato rim and floor 

50" N to LOS -re-orient s/c; dump data to Earth 

LOS -AOS collect lidar ranging data along gt. 

Next Orbit: 
South Pole - image strip along nadir track from terminator to 80 • latitude 

Day side pass - spectral data collection of selected targets 


